
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VERNON 

Climate Action Task Force 

December 18, 2018 

             Meeting Minutes 

In attendance:    Regrets:  
Brian Guy (Co-Chair) – Science, Technology and Environmental Services) 
Mary Stockdale (Co-Chair) – Community Stewardship, Educator) 
Victor Cumming (Mayor) 
Colleen Dix – Utility Services and Providers 
Kevin McCarty – Business and Commercial Services 
Bill Darnell – Community Stewardship, via phone 
Ed Wilson – Community at Large 
     
Staff: Kim Flick, Jing Niu 
 

A. (2:00 – 2:10): Old business (MS) 
a. Minutes of previous meeting (Nov. 20, 2018) 

 

b. CATF Vision & Scope Updated (JN) 
 ‘2.0 Vision 

The vision for the CATF is a COV-led Climate Leadership Plan built on broad public and sectoral support 
that delivers implementable and effective climate solutions in the short term, within the context of a long 
range commitment to reducing the carbon footprint of the city while increasing the community’s 
resilience to a changing climate.’ 

Brian and Jing will work on this statement 

c. Metro Vancouver Table of Content (Colleen) 
  Action item for next month 

d. Tourism Survey (KF) 
  Action item for next month 

e. Digitize Work flow (Brian G) 
  Action item for next month 

f. status of new Task Force appointments (JN) 
 

COV advertised in the newspaper 4 times; also on our website.  Two people replied with 
interest but no applications have yet been submitted. No youth (up to 25 years of age) 
expressed interest at this time. It was suggested that a social media presence should 
be stepped up as a means to reach more people and Mary asked that such relevant 
links be sent to the CATF members for distribution to their networks. 

 



Any applications received will be forwarded to Council for review/selection. 

g. Task Force vs Council Committee  
  (table for next meeting)  (BQ) 

 

B. (2:10-2:25): New business (BG) 
a. article by Guyadeen et al evaluating municipal climate action plans 

 

The group reviewed this document which encompassed 100 municipal Climate Action 
Plans and determined that based on quality indicators, the plans developed by 
Kelowna, Victoria, and Vancouver (which the CATF had previously identified as good 
plans) fell into the top quarter of this report and so agreed they are good choices for the 
group to study.  It was noted that two common weaknesses were identified in the 
reviewed plans: (1) many had a poor engagement strategy, and (2) many  lacked 
sufficient monitoring and evaluation. 

b. possible SFU ACT partnership 
 

SFU was awarded a large grant from the Real Estate Board to promote low carbon 
communities and are hosting an introductory workshop on January 10, 2019.  We have 
no one who can attend but Brian will advise them of our interest to participate. Kim will 
follow up with ACT regarding the questions for the workshop.  

c. funding opportunities 
 

The group agreed that external funding will be required and there was discussion 
around CEA funding opportunities and how to move to this as soon as possible.  They 
reviewed the document that lists many Provincial and Federal grant types for climate 
change adaptation. 

Kim advised the task force that staff would evaluate all the grant options to see what 
has already been identified and what else may be applicable over the duration of the 
task force’s work, and that she would report to the CATF in January on progress.  

C. (2:25 – 2:45) input to draft Vision for City of Vernon (MS) 
(a desired future state that Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation 
can help create) 

Where should the City be in 2050 and what principles should be engaged? 

The group reviewed the short list of draft guiding principles  as well as a potential vision 
statement along with the three vision statements from Kelowna, Victoria and Vancouver. 

Bill commented that people are anxious for effective leadership and for ways to 
participate.   



Mayor Cumming suggested the Vision statement be more than a brief catchphrase but 
a longer document (page and a half) that people can read through and find themselves 
practically engaging in. 

It was decided that the group come back in January with recommendations/bullet 
points using this draft vision statement, honouring the intentions of the 2008 OCP 
which already incorporates many of these needs through transportation and housing 
sustainability initiatives.  Kim commented that weaving climate change remedies 
throughout all areas is more effective than a stand alone climate change section. 

Any such statement must go to Council before going out to the public.  Kim will also 
work on this document for the groups review. 

D. (2:45 – 3:05) input to draft Guiding Principles for the CATF Climate 
Leadership Plan (BG) 
 

There was discussion about wording: guiding (or operating) priciples use wording that is 
distinct and separate from the vision statement.  It was specifically noted that #6 
should be ‘our children’ instead of our great grandchildren for a more urgent 
timeframe. 

 
Mayor Cumming emphasized his expectation that this task force is formed to guide our 
city right now; it is expected that the City will engage and implement strategies as soon 
as possible. 

Kim will refine the draft Guiding Principles and report back in January. 

 

Break (3:05-3:15) 

 

E. (3:15 – 3:25) CATF flowchart (steps and timing) (BG) 
 

The group discussed the existing flowchart. It is divided into major categories, each of 
which have subsections which still need to be fleshed out and integrated. The Task 
Force members who divided themselves into Mitigation, Adaptation and Community 
Engagement Working Groupss met separately and worked on detailing individual 
elements. Implementation is a category that is beyond the scope of this Task Force.  

In terms of timing, Mayor Cumming commented that the City has a budget cycle; most 
are now for next summer and immediate suggestions are appropriate. The Task Force 
needs to get going on submissions to Council for funding and this will be a priority 
for the next meeting. 



The Mayor requested that staff prepare background document for Council in 
January covering drivers, the vision for the CATF. Kim will hold off on the budget 
request to Council until February. 

 

F. (3:50 – 4:15) Report from Adaptation Working Group (EW, MS, BG, JvdW) 
 

a. Update on RDNO Climate Projections Report(JN) 
 

Jing reported on RDNO progress in collaborations resulting in data gathering for climate 
change projections. The COV Engineering department would use prelimary data in their 
infrastructure prioritization study.   

BG: would like to get up to speed on who else is doing what and get up to date before 
the next Task Force meeting (at regional district and provincial levels so we don’t 
duplicate any work).  Kim and Jing were asked to confirm what the City is already 
doing and to contact Laura Frank in this regard; perhaps a more extensive 
resource list could somehow be created. Tentative date for this meeting is Jan 16, 
2019. 

It was noted that identifying real actions that everyone at home can get on board with is 
important. 

Phase 1 – scoping, who is doing what, mapping it all out.  RDNO data on climate 
projections is crucial. 

Phase 2 - present projections, identify hazards/ risks, workshops with technical experts 

Phase 3 - building the plan 

Kim advised that City staff is/will be identifying weaknesses with relation to climate 
change for all City assets (buildings, infrastructure, parks etc).  Mary has a student 
interested in assisting in researching other aspects of non-civic properties and the group 
agreed to explore any and all such resources and required areas of research. 

Adaptation Working Group to develop funding request for the January meeting. 

 

G.  (3:25 – 3:50) Report from Mitigation Working Group (KMcC, BG) 
 

Kevin presented the worksheet from this group. 

There was discussion over the informal cost estimate provided by The Community 
Energy Association that includes work beyond their minimum level analysis – and it was 
agreed that we need this enhanced level of analysis.  



There was discussion about wildfire smoke and open burning being both a mitigation 
and an adaptation issue; and on working co-operatively with the regional districts and 
communities to ensure positive collaboration.  

H. (4:15 – 4:50) Report from Engagement Working Group (CD, BD, MS) 
 

Report from Mary on this group meeting.  

• Raise awareness and bring the community with us – scoping, mapping, strategy 
• Educate community - events, earth hour/day/week; community friendly events 

(booths/slideshows) on initial climate change data 
• Engage community - seek public input 

 
Mary asked when to expect the climate projection  data; Brian suggested May. 

Ed pointed out that the public should understand that they are already paying the costs 
associated with climate change and using this recognition in a way that will bring the 
public on board for the changes this Task Force will suggest. 

Colleen suggested forming a public survey; Kim emphasized being very clear on what 
we are asking on any such survey. 

Mary asked Kim about a way of mapping assets in relation to community engagement, 
i.e. service clubs, etc.  Kim will get look into this. 

Bill asked Kim about harnessing school system as an asset.  Kim reminded the group 
that no one should be approached on behalf of the City (i.e students, school admin, 
etc.) without Council approval.    

Mary asked that CARIP be put on Sync.com and Kim confirmed that Jing would 
attend to this. 

I.  (4:50 – 5:00) Next CATF meeting: date/time, purpose (BG, MS) 
 

Meetings will change from Tuesdays to Wednesdays in 2019.   

Next meeting is set for Jan 30, 2019 : 2-5PM 

 

J. (5:) Adjourn 
 

Meeting adjourned at 5:30pm 

 


